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1. INTRODUCTION 
The notations used in the present paper will be those of [4, 5 1. 
Q is a bounded open set of R”, n > 2, with points x = (x, ,..., x,): m and N 
are integers 31; ( 1 )N and 11 . IjN are the scalar product and the norm in R.‘. 
We shall drop the subscript N when there is no danger of confusion. 
a = (a, ,..., a,) is a multi-index and I a I = a, + e e e + a,. We denote by .R 
the Cartesian product nlrriGrn Rjz with points p = (pa},,,sm pa E R”. 
IfpE.1 we set 
P’ = {P”l,,,=m? IlP’l12= y IIP”II;~ lal=tTl 
P” = {P” ha, <m, llP”l12 = y- IIP”IIL 
lal<m 
p = (P”, P’), II PII = II P”l12 + II P’I12, 
V(p’) = { 1 + Ilp’j12}“2. 
As usual, we define 
D” = 0:’ . . . D;n, a where Di = -. 
axi 
Du = P~l,,,<m, D’u = {D”u I,*, =I?79 D”u = (Da~},n,<m 
HSqq(Q, RN) and H:q(J2, RN), s and q real numbers with s > 0 and q > 1, 
are the usual Sobolev spaces and 
I4Ln = I x 11 D”u II4 dx, if s is an integer > 1, n lal=s 
Il~llL7,fI = 2 I4i4c/.n~ 
j=O 
if s is an integer > 1, 
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- &4x> - U(Y>II” bIF,s.r2= . dx R J J l/x-~vl/“t4s 44 if O<s<l. I> 
First of all we consider the differential system of order 2m 
\‘ Dnun(D’U) = 0, 
InFm 
(1.1) 
where a”@‘) are vectors of R”, of class C’, which satisfy the following 
growth conditions: there exists q > 1 such that for every p’ 
Il@(P’)Il < M~-‘(P’h 
(1.2) 
Without loss of generality we can suppose that a”(0) = 0. 
Moreover we assume that system (1.1) satisfies the strong ellipticity 
condition below: there exists v > 0 such that 
V/p’ and for every set (r” } ,n, =m of vectors 4” E R”. 
A solution of system (1.1) is a vector u E Hmq4(Q, R”) such that 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
Let us set this problem: If u E Hm-q(Q, R”), 1 < q < n, is a solution of 
system (1.4) then u E Cm-‘**(R, R”) for some 1 E (0, I)? ’ 
We shall answer this question proving the following differentiability and 
integrability theorems (see Section 3): 
THEOREM 1 .I. If u E H”,q(R, R“), q > 2, is a solution of system (1.4) 
under the hypotheses (1.2) and (1.3), then 
u E H;“,,+ ‘**(L’, R,‘). (1.5) 
’ If q > n. by Sobolev’s theorem, H”.*(O, RN) c Cm- ‘-‘(Q, R”) with k = 1 - n/q. 
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Moreover V B(2a) E R ’ and for every polynomial vector P(x) with degree 
<m 
;, . 
- J 
(1 +))D’u~~)~-~))D~D’u)~~ dx 
sz, B(fs) 
(1.6) 
<c \‘ G 02(l4l-m) 
,Li~r?l S-Y I 
(1 + IID'u/I)~-~ IID,@+ -P>II' dx, 
B(Zn) 
where c does not depend on a. 
The previous theorem is contained in [7], as a very special case. In 
Section 3 we shall give a brief proof, for the reader’s convenience. without 
carrying out all details. 
THEOREM 1.11. If u E H”*9(0, RN), 1 ( q < 2, is a solution of system 
(1.4), under the hypotheses (1.2) and (1.3), and if 
then 
4 
2<n<--- 
2-q’ 
u E H:,‘(.n, RN). 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
THEOREM 1.111. If u E H”39(SZ, RN), 1 < q < 2, is a solution of system 
(1.4), under the hypotheses (1.2) (1.3) and (1.7), then 
u E H;“,f ‘S9(Q, RN), (1.9) 
and V B(2a) G R and for every polynomial vector P(x), with degree <m, 
(1 + IJD’uI~)~-~ IID,D4(u - P)Ij’ dx “‘. i 
I 
l-912 
(1 + I(D’uIJ)‘dx . (1.10) 
Moreover 
-6 J Zl B(o) (1 + IJD’uII)~-~ IID,D’uI12 dx 
Qck r u2(141-m) 
s=l K3zm 
J (1 + JJD’u)I)~-~ ))D,P(u -P)II’ dx. (1.11) B(h) 
* B(o) = B(xO, u) = (x: l/x -x0 /I < 0). 
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Inequalities (1.6) and (1.11) are interesting for several reasons. First of all 
they imply that 
(1 + llD’~1/)‘~-*“* D”u E H;;$, R,“), for lul=m 
therefore, by Sobolev’s theorem, 
D”u E L;,,(B, RN), for la/=m, 
where r = qn/n - 2 if n > 2, and r is any number >l if n = 2. And so we 
obtain this HGlder continuity theorem first. 
THEOREM l.IV. If u E Hmqq(Q, R”) is a solution of system (1.4), under 
the hypotheses (1.2) (1.3), and if 
n<q+2,” (1.12) 
then u E Cm-- ‘A (Q, R”). where A= 1 - (n - 2)/q if n > 2, and ;1 is anq 
positive number < 1 if n = 2. 
But we can even say something more. 
Let .5Yk the class of all polynomial vectors with degree <k and set 
? 
v, = 
f 0) dx, 
cE = J‘E (1 + ~ID’u~/)~~* v(x> dx 
E jE (1 + )/D’u/~)~-* d,x ’ 
Let us suppose that the following inequalities hold for U: 
inf + \‘ a2(141-m) . IY 
PEP, .?=I Ibl<m J 
(1 + ]/D’u)()~-’ IID,DD(u -P)Ii’dx 
Rl?U) 
<cw2 \ (1 + IID’uI~)~-* IJD’u - (@u),&I’d.x 
-R(?U) 
(1.13) 
J (1 + llD’~ll)q-2 IlD’u - VW3,20~l12 dx nc20, 
(1 + I(D’uI))~-’ 2 IID,D’ulj* 
,n+?)!tl 
. (1.14) 
s- 1 
Actually (1.14) follows from Lemma 2.IV whereas (1.13) is trivial in the 
case m = 1; it is true, by Poincarir’s theorems, in the case m > 1 and q = 2, 
but because of technical difficulties it is not yet proved in the case m > 1 and 
qf 2. 
If (1.13) and (1.14) hold, then from inequality (1.6) (l.ll), and from a 
’ Note that q t 2 < 4/(2 -9) and so. if 1 < q < 2 and (1.12) holds. condition (1.7) is of 
course fulfilled. 
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known Ghering-Giaquinta-G. Modica lemma (see Lemma 2.V), we get the 
following theorems (see Section 4): 
THEOREM l.V. If u E Hm,4(L?, RN), q > 1, is a solution of system (1.4), 
under the hypotheses (1.2), (1.3), and also (1.7) if 1 < q < 2, then there is 
r > 1 such that 
(1 + IJD’u)))‘~~*“* D”u E H;$‘(Q, RN) VlnJ=m, (1.15) 
and for every B(2a) G 0 we have 
< co ‘-l)[ (1 + IID’u([)~-* 2 IID,D’ulj* dx. (1.16) 
‘R(2o) s-1 
In particular, if I a I = m 
Therefore, 
u E Cm-‘,‘(Ll, RN), 
if n=2, 
lj- n>2. 
(1.17) 
if n=2 
(1.18) 
if 2 < n < (q + 2)r. 
n - 2r 
E cm-‘3A(R, R”), with A = 1 - - 
qr 
-9 
Note that (1.18) improves the Holder continuity results contained in 
Theorem l.IV. In particular, condition (1.12) may now be replaced by the 
condition 
n<q+2. (1.19) 
I believe that condition (1.19) on It, to obtain the Holder continuity result 
u E Cm-‘+2, RN), cannot be improved. 
THEOREM 1.W. Zf u E Hm~q(f2, RN), q > 1, is a solution of system (1.4). 
under the hypotheses (1.2), (1.3), and also (1.7) if 1 < q < 2, then there 
exists r > 1 4 such that V B(a) @ D and V t E (0, 1) 
1 (1 + JID’u~))~-~ llD’u’- (~‘&to,Il* dx t?(fU) 
< ct Z+n(l--l/r) 
I 
(I + (ID’u~()~-* (~D’u - (D’u)~(J(* dx. (1.20) 
R(o) 
’ r is the same as in the previous theorem. 
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In particular, if n = 2 then u E Cm*‘-‘/r(a, R”), and if n > 2 ’ 
i 
(1 t ]]D’u]])~-~ ]]D’u]]’ dx 
E(lo) 
< ct Z+n(l-l/r) 
.i 
(1 + I]D’a]])q--2 ][D’u](’ dx. (1.21) 
R(o) 
Now condition n = 2. to obtain the Holder continuity result 
u E Cm*-‘(Q, RN), cannot be improved because in the literature there are 
known counterexamples in the case m = 1 and 9 = 2 (Giaquinta-Necas). 
Inequalities such as (1.20) and (1 .21) play a leading role in our theory. 
Indeed, using [ 11, they allow us to obtain the Holder continuity of the 
solutions of system (1.4). More in general, the following results hold: 
THEOREM l.VII. If u E IP4(f2, R”), q > 1, is a solution of system (1.4) 
and ifVB(a)GQ and VtE(O,l) 
1 (1 + ]JD’u]J)~-~ ]JD’uJJ’ dx < ctn-l’--*)q -A(/o) I (1 t {ID’u~J)~-~ 11D’ul12 dx, R(U) 
(1.22) 
where 0 <A <: 1, then u E Cm-1TA(12, R’). 
In fact, from (1.22) it easily follows that 
[ llD’ul/q d.x < ct”-“p’“q f (1 + IJD’ul/)q dx. 
‘E(fO) B(o) 
Therefore, by Poincare’s lemma, for every couple of concentric balls 
B(a) fz B(a,) e J2 
\’ ! ,Lt,z-, H(U) (ID% - (Da~)E(oJ(q dx < cub’ -.3’qon +.lq I f (1 + I] D’u 11)” dx. H(O”) 
Hence, by (11, it follows that u E Cm-‘*A(S2, R”). 
THEOREM l.VIII. Zf u E H”99(0, R”), q > 1, is a solution of system (1.4) 
and iffor every B(o) G Q and V t E (0. 1) 
< Cl 
n + 2.1 
j  
(1 + //D'u)])~-~ JID'u - (D'u)~~~,~~~ dx, (1.23) 
H(O) 
’ If n > 2, we can suppose r close enough to 1 so that n > 2r. 
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with 0 < A < 1, then, if q > 2 or if 1 < q < 2 and D”u E Lz,(fl, R”) for 
lal=m 
It is enough to repeat the proof by which, in Section 4, we deduced that 
MEC m9’-“r(0, RN) from (1.20). 
We now consider the more general system 
(-1Y y D”a”(x, D’u) = (-l)m 1 DaBa(x, D”u) 
ld=Rl lal =m 
+ , zrn (-1)‘“’ DaBa(x, Du), (1.24) 
ct 
where aa(x,P’) are vectors of RN continuous in x, of class C’ in p’, and 
aa(x, 0) = 0, whereas B” are vectors of RN, measurable in x and continuous 
in p. Suppose that, for some q > 1, 
Ilaa(x,p’)ll < c~~-‘(P’>, (1.25) 
Ilaa(4P’) - aa(y7P’)ll < 4x -ull) vq-‘(P’), (1.26) 
where w(t) is a nondecreasing function on t > 0 which -+O as t--f 0. 
Moreover 
(1.27) 
VxE 0, Vp' and for every set {t”},,,=, of vectors c” E RN. 
On the vectors B”, (0~1 < m, we assume (for the sake of simplicity) that the 
following growth conditions are fulfilled 
IIB”(X,P”)ll < w1 + II P”llY-‘. if lal=m, (1.29) 
II~%P)ll GM1 + llPll)q-15 if (al-cm, (1.30) 
but we could even consider more general growths (the “controlled growth 
conditions”, see [ 51). 
Finally, we suppose that there is v E (0, n) such that VII(a) = 
B(x”, a)) @ 0, V t E (0, 1) and for every solution u E HmTq(B(a), R”) of the 
system 
x Daaa(xo, D’v) = 0 (1.31) 
lUl=fTl 
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the following inequality holds: 
We have already shown (Theorem l.VI) that, under the hypotheses (1.25), 
(1.27), (1.28), inequality (1.32) is certainly true for some q E (2, 3). 
Let u E H”‘.9(Q, R”) be a solution of system (1.24) in the usual sense: 
!’ x (a”(x, D’u) I D”cp) dx = 1’ K‘ (B”(x, D”U) / D”p) dx 
Q Ial-m cj IZm 
(1.33) 
+I 
1 (B”(x, Du) / D”(J) d.Y 
0 lal<m 
V cp E CF(Q, R”), and then V q~ E Hf-4(f2, P). Let us ask if 
u E cm-1.A (a, R”) for some A E (0, 1). As before, because of Sobolev’s 
theorem, it is enough to consider the case 1 < 9 < n. 
We shall prove this theorem (see Section 5): 
THEOREM 1.1X. If u E Hmqq(f2, R,‘), 1 < q < n, is a solution of system 
(1.33), under the hypotheses (1.25) . . . (1.32), then, if /aI = m, 
D”u E L;&‘(.n, R,‘), vo <p < qh (1.34) 
In particular, if 
n<q+rl, 
then 
u E C’-‘~-‘(Q, R“), v/l< 1-z. 
9 
Therefore a result which is completely analogous to that contained in 
theorem l.VII holds also for systems (1.24). 
One could also consider the case in which the vectors B”, Ial < m, have 
natural growth 151 
I/ B”(x, P)II Q c(K) V4(p’) VlJl~“ll <K. 
and the more general case 
a” = a”(x, Du). 
In all these situations we may expect to obtain only a partial Holder 
continuity result. We leave this study for a future work. 
6 ,Cq,“ are the usual Money spaces (see [3]. Definition 2.1, p. 14). 
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2. SOME LEMMAS 
We now list a few lemmas that will be used in the sequel of the work. 
Here Q(a) = Q(x’, a) = {x: 1 xi - x7 1 < 0, i = l,..., n). 
LEMMA 2.1. If a, b are vectors of RN and p > - 1, then there exist 
constants c(u), C(u) > 0 such that 
JO 
I < q < +a~, t E (0, 1) and there is 
See, for instance, [4, Lemma 2.VI]. 
LEMMA 2.11. rf u E L4(Q(a), RN), 
M > 0 such that 
11 ‘s,h uIi O.q,Q(fo) < Ihl M, v 
then u E H’*g(Q(ta), RN) and 
Ihl < (1 - t)o and s = l,..., n, (2.2) 
Iul I,q,Q(to) < c(n)M* 
See, for instance, [3, Chap. I]. 
(2.3) 
LEMMA 2.111. I’ u E H’~4(Q(o), RN), 1 < q < +co, then V t E (0, 1) and 
Ihj < (1 - t)a 
I ‘s,h 4O&.Q(,d G IhI * II44O.c7.Qw s = l,..., n. 
See for instance [3, Chap. I]. 
LEMMA 2.IV. Zf v E L4(B(o), RN), q > 1, and 
(1 + IIv~~)(~-*)‘* D,v EL’(B(a), R”), s = l,..., n, (2.5) 
then 
J (1 + IIW-‘11~ - ve~o,ll* dx B(o) 
< 0, s> i 
(n t *)/II 
((1 + ~~v~~)“-’ IIDv/12}“‘(“+*’ dx , (2.6) 
where Du = (0, u ,..., D,u). 
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ProojY Trivially, 
i (1 + llw-2 I/v - h?,o,/12 cb . H(o) 
(2.7) 
< f 1 (1 + /I v(x)ll)“-z II v(x) - ~(VW 4,. B(n) ‘UIO) 
As 
(1 + llv(.Y>ll, I(1 + II~(x>llY”~’ - (1 + llew”-““I 
< c(q) I(1 + II WlY2 - (1 + II 4w” II 
(2.8) 
from (2.7) it follows that 
J (1 + II 4D”~’ II 2, - ~,wll~ dx U(o) 
+c dx’ 
f J I(1 + II 4N”’ - (1 + II KYW”~’ dx. (2.9) h’(U) H(Ul 
Then, by Poincari’s theorem, taking into account that 2 = (2n/(n + 2))” and 
g, ll~,(l + l141Y’2 41 < c(q)(l + llt’ll)(4-2)‘2 IIDZJII 
6 I~,(1 + IlW’I <c(q)(l + l141Y-2)‘2 IIDull 
z, 
from (2.9) we easily deduce (2.6). 
LEMMA 2.V. If U and G are non negative functions, deJned on a 
bounded open subset 0, c R”, and 
UE L’m.l), G E L”(Q,) with 1 < r < s, (2.10) 
and moreover, V B(2rs) c -R,, 
f R(O) 
U’dx<c Cfni20iUdx)r+cf‘,,2 ,G’d,x, c> 1, (2.11) 
D 
’ Easily we can prove (2.8), distinguishing the two cases Ilt’(x)ii > /) tf.v)/i and ~~v(x)~j < 
!I 4Y)ll. 
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then there exists E > OS such that U E Lf,,(Q,) V t E [r. r + e), and 
A correct proof of this lemma is given in [6, Proposition 5.11. 
LEMMA 2.W. Let a, and @ be nonnegative functions, @ nondecreasing, 
de$ned in (0, d]. Let A, a, /I be positive constants with /3 < a. Suppose that 
VtE (0, 1) and VoE (O,d] 
&a) <A@(a) + a’%‘(a), (2.13) 
then VeE (O,a-p], VtE (0, 1) and VuE (O,d] 
cp(tu) < At”-’ (P(U) + WW)” @‘(OX (2.14) 
where 
(1 + q)2a’E 
K(q) = (1 + 11)(4/E _ ,, 
See 13, Lemma 1.1, Chap. I, p. 71. 
LEMMA 2.W. Let q(t) and O(t) be nonnegative functions defined in 
(0, d]. Suppose that 
‘,‘y O(t) = 0 (2.15) 
and VuE (O,d], VtE (0, 1) 
p(tu) < {At” + O(u)) q(u) + Ku” (2.16) 
with 0 < /3 < a, A > 0, K > 0, then for all E < a -/3 there is u, < d such that, 
ifO<u<u,andtE(O,l) 
q$tu) < (1 + A) ta “q(u) + KM(tu)? (2.17) 
where M depends on A, t. a. /?. 
See [2]. For the reader’s convenience we shall give a proof in the 
Appendix. 
* Which depends only on c, r. s. 
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LEMMA 2.VIII. Let aa( I aI = rn, be vectors of R”, of class C’, which 
satisfy the conditions (1.2) and (1.3) for some q > 1. Let f”, /a 1 = m, be 
vectors of R” which belong to L4’(R, R”)9. Then Vu E Hm3q(f2, RN) there is 
an unique v E H m%q(fl, R”) such that 
v - u E H,mV4(8, R”), 
V tp E HzYq(12, R”). 
The previous result is well known; it can be proved using monotonicity 
and demicontinuity techniques. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1.1, 1.11 AND 1.111 
Set 
Q(u) = Q(x’. o) = {x: Ixi -x:1 ( CT, i = l,... $ n}. 
If U: Q(a) + RN, t E (0, 1 ), x E Q(tu) and I h I < (1 - t)a, we define 
s,,~ u(x) = u(x + he”) - u(x), s = l,..., n, 
where {esls=l,...,n is the standard base of R”. 
Let Q(30) (1 Q and let w E C;(G) with these properties: 
(3.1) 
O<w<L v = 1 on Q(u), y = 0 in G\Q(2o) 
JD”ly( < Cu-‘a’ if \a\<m. 
(3.2) 
Let u E HmVq(12, RN), with q > 1, a solution of system (1.4), under the 
hypotheses (1.2) and (1.3). 
Having fixed s (s = l,..., n), V ) hl < u, and for every polynomial vector 
P(x) of degree <m, we take in (1.4) 
(0 = uY2m?& -PI)* (3.3) 
As, if 1 a 1 = m, ‘O 
Dn(~2mr,J,u - P)) = tj~=“‘~,,~ D”u + I/’ \’ 
ilzm 
C,(v) r,,h D4(u - P) 
y  l/q+ I/q’= 1. 
” If Ial = m then T~.~D-(u -P) = r,,hDn~. 
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with 
then, using Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3), and Lemma 2.1, and arguing exactly as in 
the proof of Theorem 3.1 in 141, from (1.4) we obtain that 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. 
From (3.4), V E > 0 we have 
+ c 1 g*((flI-m) Q,20) 
f 
(1 + llD’f.4 + /I+-wlY 
141<m 
x II ~s,h D”(u - P)II’ dx. 
And so, if E is small enough, 
s (1 f  IID' + ll%,hwl)q-2 I17,,h~'~l12 & Q(o) 
(3.5) 
Gc \’ uz(lbl-m) 
lOT;rn 1 
(1 +ll~‘~ll~/I~,,,~‘~ll~q-2 Il~,,d%-P)l12 dx. 
Q(2rr) 
As (u - P) E H”+q(J2, R”) with q > 2, then (see, for instance, 17, Lemma 
3.4.2 and Theorem 3.6.81) if I/3\ < m and h -+ 0 
+D5(u - f’) 
h 
-+ D, Da@ - P), in Lq(Q(20), RN). 
Therefore, 
It rs,S’(u - PII 2 
h* 
+ llD,D% - P>II”, in L”“(Q(20)), 
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and of course 
(1 + JID’ul( t IIT,,~D’u~~)~~* --) (1 t ]]D’u/])~-~, in Lq”q-2)(Q(2a))” 
Then, VIP1 < m, 
f;l? h-* j (1 + IID’ull + II +,Wl)q-2 lIr,,,@b - PM2 dx + Q(h) 
= (1 t IID’uI()~-~ I)D,D”(u -P)ll’d.x. 
Therefore, V F > 0 there is an h, > 0 such that, if 1 h I < h, A u 
i 
(1 t lID’~ll)~-* l/r,,hD’uI12 dx 
Q(o) 
(3.6) 
Q&7) i 
From this point, given that E is arbitrarily small, the proof of Theorem 1.1 
follows the arguments given in [4] (see (4.29) . . . (4.33) of Section 4). 
Proof of Theorem 1.11. 
We will adapt the method of [4], Section 5, to prove that, if 
u E Z!Pq(8, RN) is a solution of system (1.4), under hypotheses (1.2), (1.3), 
and (1.7), then uE H(noz8,’ (J&RN) with 8 and I so great that, by Sobolev’s 
theorem, u E H;“,:(Q, RN). 
Compared to [4], here we find some further difficulties, due to the fact 
that in this case we cannot assume that u E H”-‘9”(8,R”). 
Suppose that w E C?(n), with the properties (3.2), and P(x) is a 
polynomial vector of degree <m. We can easily prove a few propositions: 
(I) If u E Hmvq n H$“(L?, R”) with 1 < q < 2 and q < I < 2 is a 
solution of system (1.4), then 
y”‘yl t IID’ull t l(q$‘~ll)~-* /l~,JW12 dx 
<c(hl’ \’ ur(ld!-m) 
IOZm i 
JID,D”(u - P)II’dx. 
Q(3o) 
(3.7) 
‘I Note that 9/(9 - 2) = (9/I)‘. 
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In fact, by HGlder’s inequality, 
1 vrn(l + IlD’ull + II~,.h~‘~llY Ik,/mII R 
. \‘ 
lO~r?l 
(3(‘4’-m) Ilts,p(U - P)II dx 
< L‘ 
( 
u’(151 -m) . 
I I m’2-r) IOEnl R 
((ts,pyz4 - P)II’ dx) I” 
- 0 
py 1 f 1ID’ull + I/ SS.~D’Ull)(~-2)r’ 
SI 
I(r,,hD’uIIr’ dxj ‘lr’. 
(3.8) 
As q ( 2 and q < r < 2, we have 
(1 + . ..)(q-*)r’ IIrS,J’uIIr’ < (1 + . ..>“-’ I/rsJ$‘uI12, 
where (1 + . ..) stands for (1 + IID’uI1 + II s,,~D’uII). 
And by Lemma 2.111 
0 ) 
Therefore, from (3.4) and (3.8), (3.7) follows. 
(II). rf u E Hmq9 n Hy”,f(Q, RN), with 1 <q<2 and q<r<2, is a 
solution of system (1.4), then 
<c (j 
R 
W2m(l + .J-’ ~~~,~~,D’u~,*,i”’ . (jQ,l,,(l +llo’ui)‘d.r) ‘-q’2. 
(3.9) 
Now (3.9) follows from Lemma 4.1 in [4] in which we assume 
rl= 2i$L(r-q)12 
(III). If u E Hmg9 nH2,‘(Q,RN), with 1 <q<2 and q<r<2, is a 
solution of system (1.4), then 
c Q(~)IIr,,h~‘~(Ir-(4’2”r~9’ dx<c(h1”q’2’ o-~(~/‘) j (1 + IID’ul()‘dx. (3.10) Q(30) 
‘* Note that 0 ( q < (2 - q)2/2 < 2 -4. 
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Indeed, if P(x) is the polynomial vector, of degree <m - 1, such that 
31 
i 
Dy(u - P) dx = 0 VIyl<m- 1. 
Q(3o) 
then, by Poincark’s theorem (see, for instance, [3, Theorem 3.V, Chap. I I). 
we get 
And so (3.10) easily follows from (3.9) and (3.7). 
As (3.10) is trivial for CI < Ih( < 25, from (3.10) we deduce that 
<co- a-(q:Zltr-Gil . ! (1 + l/D’uII)(’ d.u Q(301 
for every 0 < r(q/2)/(r - (q/2)(r - 9)). Let us fix 8, with 
nd2 -Y> 4 
8 
<e <---13 0 2’ . 
Then (3.12) holds, for instance, for 
‘gz reo . 
r - + (r - q) 
By Lemmas 2.111 and 2.IV in [4], (3.12) means that 
u E Hl”,f@,‘-mr-~y~, p), 
c 
Then, by Sobelev’s theorems, we may conclude that 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(IV). fl u E HmqY n HI”,c(f& RN), with I < q < 2 and q < r < 2, is a 
solution of system (1.4), then 
uH;“,;‘(L?, R”), (3.15) 
” This choice of 0, is possible because of hypothesis (1.7) on n. 
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where 
and 
r, = G(r) = 
WC2 - 4) 
8 <do<+. 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
Now, for q < r < 2, it is easy to verify that 
G(r) is an increasing function, 
G(r) > r (because of (3.17)), 
W-1 > 2 
n(4 -q?) 
if r > r= (2 _ q)n + 4do. 
(3.18) 
and r ( 2 by hypothesis (3.17). 
Hence, by an inductive procedure, we may conclude hat u E Hc,;‘(R, R”). 
Proof of Theorem 1.111. 
We argue as in the proof of Theorem 1.1. From (3.4) we obtain (3.5) 
which, as q - 2 < 0, can be rewritten as follows: 
[ (1 +ll~‘ull + l/~s.~~‘~109~~l/~.~,~~‘~lI~ dx 
‘QIOI 
(3.19) 
<c \‘ 02(lill -ml . 
J 
(1 + IID’u~~)*--‘IIs~,~D~(u - P)ll’ dx. 
IDlim Ql2n) 
Since (U - P) E Hl”,f(.R, R”), then if Ipi < m and h + 0 
h-‘r,,hDqU - P)4,D”(u - P), in L’(Q(2a), R’%). 
Therefore, 
hp2 lls,Jp(u - P)ll’+ llD,@yu -P)l12, in L ‘(Q(2a), R “‘). 
On the other hand, (1 + [ID’uI/)~~~ is bounded on Q(2a), then 
lim AM2 
h-0 
(1 + ll~‘ul/)~ ’ II r,s.,D”h - PI/l2 dx 
= I’ (1 + IlD’~jl)“-~ IID,$“(u - P)ll’dx. Q(2u) 
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Hence, VE > 0 there exists h, > 0 such that, if ]h] < h, A o 
From now on, arguing as in [4] Section 5 and, due to the arbitrary choice of 
E. we can conclude the proof of Theorem 1.111. In fact, from (3.20) and (3.7), 
where we assume r = q, we deduce that V 1 h / < h, A u 
Then, by Lemma 2.11 and the arbitrary choice of E, (1.10) is proved. 
Therefore (1.11) follows from (3.20) arguing as in 14) (n. 5,(5.34) . . . (5.41)). 
4. PROOF OF THEOREMS l.V AND l.VI 
Let II E Hm*4(fl, R’), 9 > 1, be a solution of system (1.4). under 
hypotheses (1.2), (1.3). and also (1.7) if 1 < q < 2. Then, for every 
Q(2c7) is R and P E .Y$, inequalities (1.6) and (1.1 l), which now we rewrite. 
hold 
Furthermore, by inequality ( 1.13) 
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On the other hand, by Lemma 2.IV in which we assume u = D’u, inequality 
(1.14) holds and so 
n 
-1 
+ 
(1 + ljD’~11)~-* IID,D’ull* dx 
.s=, B(u) 
(n+?)/n (4.2) 
< 0-2 (j I(1 + llD’~l/)~-* e I,D,D’ul,* /n’(ni?J dx) . 
R(h) s=1 
Then, by Lemma 2.V in which we assume that 
Q, is an open subset G Q 
nS2 r=- 
n ’ 
G=O and u= (1 +llD’Ull)q-2 t 
i s:l 
11 D,5 D’U Iif 1 “‘(“i *’ 
from (4.2), (1.15) and (1.16) follow. Next, (1.17) and (1.18) follow from 
(1.15) because of Sobolev’s theorem. 
As far as Theorem l.VI is concerned, we argue this way: By Holder’s 
inequality, from (1.16) it follows that V 0 < t < i 
J (1 + I/ D’u[~)~~* 2 IID,D’ull* dx R(tu) s=l 
< c(m)“” - “r’ lj [ (1 + IID’uI[)~-~ c B(lO’ s=, 
IlD,D’ull’l’dx[ 74.3) 
< Ctn(l - I/i-) \ s 
(1 + I~D’uII)~-~ 2 IID,D’ull* dx.‘” 
B(o) s=l 
The previous inequality is trivial for i < t < 1, therefore it holds V t E (0, 1). 
On the other hand, by (1.6), (1.11). and (1.13), 
(1 + IID’uI~)~-* 2 IID,D’uII* dx 
s=* 
(4.4) 
<cup* I (1 + IID’u/I)~~* IjD’u - (D%)Bc2,,I/2 dx. R(2o) 
” Inequality (4.3) may be interesting in itself. 
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Moreover, from (1.14) and Holder’s inequality, if t E (0, 1), then 
J’ (1 + llD’w-* IID’U - w)*b7,112 & /l(lO) 
(4.5) 
< cw2 j (1 + JlD’u())q-* c IIDsD’uI12 dx. 
R(lU) 5 = I 
Thus, for every 0 < t < i, inequality (1.20) follows from (4.3), (4.4), and 
(4.5). But 111.20) is trivial for 4 < t < 1, therefore (1.20) is proved 
Vt E (0, 1). 
If n = 2, from estimate (1.20) it follows that u E Cm.‘m”r(Q, R”‘). In fact. 
if q > 2, from (1.20) we obtain 
J (~D’~-(D’~)~,,~~/~~dx~ct~+~“--‘~’ . (1 +lID’~ll)~d-~, RUG) 1 RIO, 
and so, for every couple of concentric balls B(a) G B(G,) G Q, 
I II D’u - (D’u),j(o, II* dx < c (;)*+‘“-“” I,,,,, (1 + ]]D’u]])” dx. (4.6) R(U) 
On the contrary, if 1 < q ( 2 then from (1.20) and by the local boundedness 
of the derivatives Dnu, with ]a] = m, (see (1.17)) it follows that, VB(o) G 
mJ c f& 
1 II D’u - P’ubco, II* dy M(lr) 
< R”SP) (1 + llD’~ll)*-~ . j (1 + ~ID’uII)~-~ IID’u - (D’u),qlu,(12 dx 
0 R(U) 
*+n(l-I/rl 
yj (I,+ IID'~ll)2-qj (1 + IlD'ull)q-2 
H(u,,) 
. II D’u - @“4~co,, II * dx. (4.7) 
As n = 2 then, due to the result of [ 11, (4.6) and (4.7) mean that 
u E cm-’ - “y&Q R”). 
Note that, in the case q > 2, we did not use the local boundedness of the 
D”u, I a I = m, in the previous proof. 
We still have to prove (1.21) when n > 2. For every t, 7 with 0 < I < r < 4, 
setting 
U= (1 + I/D’u~/)‘~-~“’ D’u: 
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we easily obtain that 
As 
11 U/I’ dx + c@u>’ j ? 114~112 dx. 
B(m) s:, 
ll~,~Il < c(q)(l + llwlY4-*“* II~,~‘ull, 
from (4.8) and (4.3), it follows that 
s = I,..., n 
I II ull* dx R(lU’ 
(4.9) 
t c’s 2tn(l-l/r)az 
i 
(1 t llD’ul/)q-* c IID,D’ull* dx. 
B(ol2) 7-I 
And so, by inequalities (1.6) (1.11) and (1.13) 
11 Ull* dx + c?+“(-‘lr) II U/I2 dx. (4.10) 
I R(ol 
As n > 2r and because of Lemma 2.V1, we deduce that V 0 < t < r < 4 
j II ul12 dx G c 2+"('p"r' + f*+fl(~-l/~) 1 j II Ull* dx. 
B(h) B(o) 
Passing to the limit when r + f, we get that t/t E (0, +) 
I IIUI/* dx<ct*+““-I”‘) I II Ull* dx. (4.11) B(lo) R(o) 
The last inequality is trivial for 4 < t < 1 and it is nothing but (121). 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1X. 
Fix B(o) =B(x’, o) @ R. In i?(u), we write u = u t w where u is the 
solution of the Dirichlet problem 
u - 24 E Hy(B(u), RN) 
(5.1) 
(aa(xo, WV) 1 Pp) dx = 0, v (!J E fqy?(u), R “) 
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(see Lemma 2.VIII), whereas MI E HT-4(B(a), R”) is a solution of the system 
I 
\’ 
R(o) ,aFm 
(QXO, D’u) - a”(xO, D’u) ( D”cp) dx 
=i 
y (aO(xO, D’u) - a”(x. D’u) / D-,0> dx (5.2) 
B(o) 1<21=m 
+ I 
2: (B”(x,D”u)~D”p)dx+j \‘ (B”(x, Du) ) D”cp) dx 
A(u) IctJ=m .9(o) lal<rn 
V q E H,“*4(B(o), RN). Setting 
Ahk = 
I 
’ &$(x0, fD’w + D’u) 
a4 dt and A,, = {Af$),‘5 
0 ;Ipfl 
system (5.2) can be rewritten in this way: V q~ E N~*q(B(a), RN) 
i 
\‘ 
R(o) ,,,=-$=m 
(A,,D”wjD”rp) dx 
(a+‘,D’u) - a”(x, D’u)lD”p)dx 
+I x (B”(x, D”u) / D^p) dx R(a) lal=t?l 
+i 
x (B”(x, Du) 1 D”q) dx 
B(O) lal<m 
=A+B+C. (5.3) 
We assume q = w in (5.3); then we can estimate the integrals in the right 
hand side of (5.3) as follows: 
By hypothesis (1.26) 
(5.4) 
By hypothesis (1.29) 
I5 A,, are N x N matrices. 
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Finally, by hypothesis (1.30) and Poincart’s theorem (see [3, Theorem 
3.V1, p. 22]), 
m-1 
ICI G C Iwlj,q,B(o) * 
j=O 
(jB(,, (1 + II a4 II)” dx) 1/c? 
G w> I ~lm,q,m * (jB(,,, (1 + II~W d-g “q 9 
(5.6) 
where O(u) goes to 0 when u -+ 0. 
On the other hand (see, for instance, [3, p. 151) V t E (0, 1) 
j llD"ullq dx + ccJq j IIDulIq dx (5.7) 
B(fo) B(O) 
whence, by Lemma 2.V1, we deduce that, if fi, is a fixed open subset with 
then 
l/D”ullq dx< Cu~*q I IlDullq dx. no 
(5.8) 
Therefore, from (5.4), (5.5), (5.8), and (5.6) we get 
IA + B + Cl G 4~) I4,,q,im i 0’ A19 + O(a) (5.9) 
where c(u) depends of the norm I/ u I(m,q,R, and O(u) goes to 0 when u 4 0. 
Finally, if we assume q = W, then the left-hand side of (5.3) can be 
estimated by the ellipticity condition (1.28) and Lemma 2.1 in the following 
way: 
(A,,Pw I D”w) dx 
>V ( llD’wl12 dx I,’ (1 + I]tD’w + D’v]1)q-2 dt (5.10) 
B(u) 
>c(v, 4) j (1 + IID’wll + ~IZI’UII)~-~ IID’wlIz dx. 
B(o) 
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From (5.9) and (5.10) we get the inequality below 
i (1 + ((D’w(( + ((D’u(()q-2 ((D’w(12 dx B(o) , (5.11) 
< c(u) I 4m,q,B(d ! fJqAq + O(o) j B(V) (1 + ItDull) dx/ “q . 
Now we consider the cases 2 ,< q < n and 1 < q < 2 separately. If 
2 ,< q ,< n, from (5.11) it easily follows that 
j (I +IID~I~)~~~+~~~~~. (5.12) 
B(o) 
If 1 < q < 2, as 
JB,,, ll~‘wl14 dx< (i,,,, (1 + IID’ + lIwl)9-2 ll~~wll* q9’* 
* (I,,,, (1 + Il~‘wll + ll~‘~loq dx) ‘-9’23 
by (5.11) and the fact that u = u - w, we get 
I 
llD’wl1~ dx < c(u) 
B(o) 1 
u- + O(0) i,,,, (1 + l/~41)q q q-’ 
. I i 
2-9 
llD’wl19 + (1 + Il~ull)” dx 1 
B(o) 
andso,Ve>O 
1’ 
B(o) 
IID’WlJ”dX<Ej IID’Wjl9dX+C(E,U) 
B(o) 
x /uqAq + O(u) j,,,, (1 + /I Dull)’ dx ( 
+c 0”“9+0(u)J 
! 
B,~) (1 + IIW)q dx iq- ’ 
. ijslol (1 + llDull)q dx I’-* 
then, V E > 0 sufficiently small, 
j 
B(o) 
(ID’w((qdx<OE(u) j (1 +(~D~(()~dx+c(u)u~~~~~, (5.13) 
B(o) 
where O,(u) -+ 0 if u + 0. 
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So we have stated an inequality for W. 
As far as u is concerned (v is the solution of (5.1)) by hypothesis (1.32), 
estimate (1.32), which now we rewrite, holds: 
for every t E (0, 1) 
j 
R(lU) 
(1 +~~D’tr~~)Y-2~~D’~~~2dx~ct2j (1 +IID’vII)~~*JID’~~~*~~. (5.14) 
B(U) 
From (5.14) we easily deduce that Vt E (0, 1) 
1’ IID’ol~qdx<cf”j (1 +IID’u/l)“dx. (5.15) 
B(fO) B(o) 
As u = u + w in B(a), from (5.12), (5.13), and (5.15) in a standard way it 
follows that for every fixed E > 0 
j ~~D’ul~qdx<c(P+O(o))j (1 +l/D~~~)~dx+ca”~~-~; 
R(tu) RIO) 
therefore, because of (5.7), we obtain also 
j (1 + I/Dull)” dx < c(P + O(a)) j (1 + liDul[)” dx + caqAq-“. (5.16) 
B(lO) R(O) 
Hence, by Lemma 2.VI1, it follows that VE > 0 there is o, > 0 such that, if 
rJ < UEl 
I (1 + IIDuJI)~ dx < c(u, a,) uvAq-’ I (1 + IlDull)” dx. (5.17) B(o) ECU,) 
Therefore, Vp < v A q and j a I = m, 
D”u E L;&‘(i2, RN) (5.18) 
If q A q = q, (1.34) is proved. On the contrary, if q < II, from (5.17) and 
(5.7) we obtain, instead of (5.8), the inequality below 
jB,o, llD”~llq dx < cd’ jnollDullq dx VP < rl A 2% (5.19) 
and the argument can be iterated. Thus, with a finite number of iterations 
(1.34) is again proved. 
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Finally, by Poincare’s inequality. 
Therefore, by (5.18), Vp < 4 + q 
\‘ 
i ,a,z--l -B(u) 
11 D”u - (D”u)B(o, II4 dx < cu” I (1 + (] DU I])” dx. (5.20) R 
In particular, if 
because of [ 1], (5.20) implies that u E Cm- ‘..‘(Q, R”) for every 
;1 < 1 - (M - fj)/q. 
Theorem 1.1X is thus proved. 
APPENDIX 
For the reader’s convenience, in this Appendix we give a proof of Lemma 
2.VII. 
This lemma is essentially contained in [2] and the proof we give here is 
completely analogous to that of Lemma 1.111 of [3] (Chap. I, p. 9). The only 
difference is that here K may be #O. 
Having fixed E, 0 < E < a - ,& choose r E (0, 1) such that 
(1) (1 $A)?= 1. 
By (2.15), there is u, E (0, d] such that 
In the sequel we shall always assume 0 < u < uE. Let us distinguish two 
different cases: 
(i) If r < t < 1. from (2.16) it follows that 
(2) q(tu) < (1 + A) t”cp(u) + Ku4. 
(ii) If 0 < t < r, there exists an integer h > 0 such that 
Th+‘<t<rh 
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and so, by iteration, using (2) h times, we get 
ql(tha) < (1 + A) raf#- ‘a) + K(sh- ‘0)” 
(3) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
h-l 
< (1 +A)h t%J+J) +K(rh-‘u)4 F’ ((1 +A) @i}j. 
.,ro 
On the other hand, as t/r” E [r, l), from (2) we obtain 
(4) rp(tu) < (1 + A) Pr +j@k) + K(r%)“. 
From (3) and (4) we get 
(5) co&J> G (1 + A) h+ 1 pp(u) + K(@4 r-(n to) c [(l +A)?“].‘. 
j-0 
Note that the series converges because 
(1 +A) raPD < (1 +A) SE= 1. 
Moreover, we have 
(1 +A)* t” < [(l +A) talh = 1. 
Then, from (5) we obtain 
(6) p(tu) < (1 + A) ta-‘(D(U) + KM@@, 
where M depends only on A, E, a, p but not on K. 
From (2) and (6) the thesis follows. 
Note that, if a =/I in (2.16), Lemma 2.VII is also trivially true in the form 
below: Vu E (0, uE] and t E (0, 1) 
(7) cp(tu) < (1 + A) t”-“q(u) + KM(tu)“--&. 
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